Ultimate Trail
Camera Mount
Also fits Security and Digital Camera.

Bracket Mount Instructions
Fasten the bracket to the tree or post with either the
Phillips head screw or strap and buckle (both
enclosed). The bracket has 2 holes down the center
beneath the 1/4-20 stud and 2 slots on each side of the
bracket. When attaching with the strap, hold the bolt
side of the bracket facing outwards and the bolt
position at the top. Placing the strap over the bracket,
feed the strap down thru the 2 inner slots, roughly
finding the center of the strap,
then feed the 2 ends
back up thru the
outer slots.

Attach the buckle by looping the tails of the strap on
both ends of the buckle and pull the straps tight.
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When attaching with the supplied screw, use the hole
just below the stud. Once you secure the bracket,
screw your Camera onto the 1/4-20 stud and tighten
the thumb nut to secure it. Loosen the plastic Thandle slightly to position your Camera in the
direction you want it aimed. (Be sure to hold on to
your Camera while T-handle is loosened.)

Security Camera Mount
Bracket, Security Camera, Screw-in,
Free Standing & Post Mounts

Instructions
Pick your spot or location for your Camera. Then
place the style of Trail Camera Mount that you
chose. (These can also be used on the Camera
steel Security Enclosures.)

Heavy duty Mount for Security Camera
Enclosures that use ratchet straps to secure.
(Straps NOT included with this mount.)

Screw-in Mount Instructions
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This bracket has a screw spike inserted in one of
the polypropylene balls. Just screw the bracket
into a tree or post. Once you secure the bracket,
screw your Camera onto the 1/4-20 stud and
tighten the thumb nut to secure it. Then loosen the
plastic T-handle slightly to position your Camera
in the direction you want it aimed. (Be sure to
hold on to your Camera while T-handle is
loosened.)
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Post Mount Instructions
The Post Mount comes with our Bracket Mount
(minus the strap and screw) to make it possible for
clamping onto a 1” fence post, rod or small tree
branch. Hook the one side of Post Mount thru one
of the outer slots on the Bracket mount, push thru
far enough to be able to latch the second side in
the other outer slot and tighten the T-handle.

Free Standing Mount Instructions
To assemble the Free Standing Mount, place the
rod that has the shaft collar down over the ground
support spike and tighten knob, tramp the spike in
the ground, place the rod (w/ball on top) over the
spring pin on the first rod. Assemble connecting
links over the 2 balls and tighten the T-handle.
Once you secure the mount, screw your Camera
onto the 1/4-20 stud and tighten the thumb nut to
secure it. Then loosen the plastic T-handle slightly
to position your Camera in the direction you want
it aimed. (Be sure to hold on to your Camera
while T-handle is loosened.)
Suggestion: Assemble the Free Standing Mount
before taking it to the woods. Leaving the balls
attached, take the top rod apart by pressing the
spring pin, loosen knob on shaft collar. All 3
pieces will then fit into a bag or backpack to carry
to the woods.
Need your camera lower; you can use the shaft
collar and just the top rod. Or need it taller you
can buy extension rods from our Accessories.

If you have 2 Cameras
you can watch 2 trails
at the same time.

